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Presentation Aims & Objectives
• To provide an overview of The Shadowserver Foundation
• To provide an overview of Shadowserver reports and how to subscribe
• To demonstrate the benefit of Shadowserver reports as
• a National CERT/CSIRT
• an ISP
• an enterprise
• a government agency
• a financial institution
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What is The Shadowserver Foundation ?
• A not-for-profit organisation (NPO) working to make the Internet more secure for everyone
• Unique insight into network security, a global vantage point and proven partnerships with:
• National Computer Security Incident Response Teams (nCSIRTs)
• Law Enforcement
• Industry and security researchers world-wide
• Shares information with Internet defenders at no cost to mitigate vulnerabilities, detect malicious activity
and counter emerging threats.
• An unparalleled combination of position, trusted information and 15 years of proven community
partnerships enables Shadowserver to perform a critical role in Internet security - the world’s largest
provider of free cyber threat intelligence.
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Shadowserver by (some of the) numbers
4 BILLION

IPv4 addresses scanned 45

1,115,000

unique malware samples ingested &

times per day. 139 Million

analyzed every day by our

hosts respond

sandboxes. Over 1.5 billion samples
in our malware repository

6,020

network owners & 131 National CSIRTs
in 173 countries and territories rely on
our free daily reports

2750
4-5 MILLION

IP addresses per day

sinkholed across 400
different malware variants

Class C networks hosting
honeypots & spampots

11.6 PETABYTES 40 BILLION
of malware & threat intel stored,
growing at 1+ PB/year

SSL certificates, indexed
& searchable in our data
& analysis clusters

Behind the scenes support for
dozens of international Law
Enforcement operations
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•

What Goes Into the Daily Network Reports?
Every day, Shadowserver sends free network reports to
6000+ organisations globally

•

These emailed reports provide details of who is infected,
violated, controlled and out of compliance in each
organisation

•

If Shadowserver sees a problem on your network, then
it is likely all bad actors can see and exploit that
problem

Carriers, Cloud, and ISPs

Every Organisation

Partnered MSSPs

Law Enforcement

National
CSIRT/CERT Teams 5

The Bad Actor’s Network Visibility
What can others see when looking into your network from the outside?
What is your organisation’s risk?

Shadowserver’s daily Network
Reporting is tuned by:
●
●
●
●
●

ASNs for the organisation
CIDR Blocks (including IPv6)
Delegated IP Blocks (Cloud)
Domains (including entire TLDs)
Geo-location (for National
CSIRTs)

HQ
Home Workers

Cloud Services
Datacenter East

Shadowserver

CSP (Carrier)

Public Internet

Branch

Branch
Branch

Datacenter West
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Network Reports Highlight Actionable Risk
New Network Report types are added by Community
Action
●

New network reports are added with each new
category of incident

●

Each network report type includes details of the
source and recommended actions

●

Over 70 network report types and growing!

●

Includes optional reports for population type
scans (like SSL certificate inventory, exposed SSH
services etc)
https://www.shadowserver.org/what-we-do/network-reporting/
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Network Report Details (example)
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Subscribing to the Daily Network Reports
It’s really free!

E-mail address where reports or
download links will be sent
Network details

https://www.shadowserver.org/what-we-do/network-reporting/get-reports/
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How will Shadowserver Validate Trust?
Shadowserver cannot “grant” people access to the data.
Shadowserver staff will work with you to validate that you have the
authority and responsibility over the ASNs, CIDR Blocks (IP addresses),
and Domain names (or at the country level for National CERTs/CSIRTs).
Sometimes it is best to start small, establish trust, then add to the list of
what is reported.
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Shadowserver’s Data Sharing Principles
A

General Theme - You only get free daily remediation reports for the
networks or country(ies) that you can prove you are responsible for (by
ASNs, CIDRs, DNS Zones and national authorities).
Any organisation may use any of the data that Shadowserver provides to
them for free each day concerning their own network space, without any
restrictions - we consider the data to be theirs, to do with as they want. We
do not give Google’s data to Microsoft, or US data to the UK. We only give
each network’s data to that network’s owner (plus their responsible
national CERT/CSIRT and LE agencies).

B
C
B only gets B’s
data!

Privacy & Terms has further details: https://www.shadowserver.org/privacy-and-terms/

D
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Shadowserver’s Data Sharing Principles
Nationals CERTs/CSIRTs with Legitimate Authority can request access
to Country Data
Shadowserver offers National CSIRTs a clear view of what’s happening
on their networks, providing personalized support to interpret the
data and leverage its impact. Whether you’re responsible for a specific
set of networks or every network in your region, together we can
make a positive impact on Internet security.
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Different Forms Of Data Access
•

E-mail (must always be provided, even if only for
notifications)

•

Report file download links

•

Webspace with report files

•

API with report files

Reports are always files in CSV format

https://www.shadowserver.org/what-we-do/network-reporting/api-reports-query/
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New Report Developments …
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Case Studies

Using the Shadowserver Reports to improve the
cybersecurity of your networks/constituency

Case #1 - Situational
Awareness at Country Level

Obtaining the situational awareness picture
How can a National CSIRT obtain the big picture of what is happening in its
country’s networks?
A Na onal CSIRT is set up by the Government of a country. It is seeking situa onal
awareness into what is happening on the Internet in its country and obtaining the
big picture of threats and vulnerabili es iden ed. It signs up to Shadowserver’s free
daily network reports that quickly provide the big na onal picture. Daily ac onable
informa on is delivered to the CSIRT which helps iden fy the “hot spots” of
malicious ac vity.

The CSIRT quickly gains relevance in its country by sharing the information with affected parties and
jointly remediating victims and closing vulnerabilities.

Privacy & Terms has further details: https://www.shadowserver.org/privacy-and-terms/
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Improving Situational Awareness at a National Level

https://cncs.gob.do/ciber-observatorio/
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Situational Awareness: Amp DDoS Attacks over time
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Case #2 - Assisting Your
Top ISP

Major ISP looking to understand it’s security issues
How to help a major ISP be more proactive in handling incidents?
Once your National CSIRT subscribes to Shadowserver daily reports, it quickly identifies
hot-spots of malicious activity in the country. One of them is a major ISP, that is
struggling to contain malware infections and compromises.
Your CSIRT works to establish connections with the ISP and demonstrates the problems
it sees thanks to the Shadowserver report. You encourage the ISP to subscribe to the
Shadowserver data, either via your hub or directly with Shadowserver. That provides
+70 reports of an “outside scan,” malware, botnets, and other vulnerabilities.
You help establish a small team at the ISP that uses these reports to track down
systems and equipment in the report. One problem leads to another problem, which
leads to several vulnerabilities and security incidents that are ultimately resolved.

Your CSIRT and the Shadowserver Daily Network Reports cost effectively kick started the ISP Security Team translating vast amounts of high-quality security data into actionable insights. These reports cleaned up the
network and prevented major loss to the carrier’s business.
Privacy & Terms has further details: https://www.shadowserver.org/privacy-and-terms/
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Case #3 - Handling Emotet
infections in an Enterprise

An Enterprise in Your Country
Why are there 3 Computers infected with Emotet in Enterprise X?
Emotet data is now part of the Shadowserver “victim notification” process through
a malware takedown operation conducted by Europol and other law enforcement
agencies. The Sinkhole Infection report arrives with information about Emotet
botnet victims. Three hosts in the network of Enterprise X are infected and have
been observed contacting the Emotet command and control (C2) infrastructure
Your CSIRT quickly shares the information with the affected Enterprise.

https://www.europol.europa.eu/newsroom/news/world%E2%80%99s-most-dangerous-malware-emotet-disrupted-through-global-action

The potential damage to the organisation (for example Ryuk ransomware deployment) was prevented by
Shadowserver’s Network Report. The infection vector was identified and extra network protections were put in
place to protect the organisation. All from a free public benefit report!
Privacy & Terms has further details: https://www.shadowserver.org/privacy-and-terms/
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Emotet infections over time
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Case #4 - Discovering
HAFNIUM/Exchange
webshells

Government Network
Have we been compromised by HAFNIUM or other actors targeting Exchange?
Shadowserver’s Daily Network Report arrives with a new report on HAFNIUM victims.
Multiple Government networks running Exchange appear to have been compromised.
A Shadowserver report arrives with informa on about webshells detected through
Shadowserver scanning that have been planted by HAFNIUM and other actors, a er the
HAFNIUM and other actors successfully compromised the organisa on’s Exchange servers.
Your CSIRT alerts the appropriate Government department.

https://www.ic3.gov/Media/News/2021/210310.pdf

An intrusion to a Government organisation was discovered thanks to Shadowserver’s Network Report. The host
calling out was identified and an investigation was launched into understanding the extent of the breach and
what data was exfiltrated. All from a free public benefit report!
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Privacy & Terms has further details: https://www.shadowserver.org/privacy-and-terms/
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Case #5 - A Bank and an
accessible RDP service

A Bank and an open RDP service
A Bank with an accidentally open RDP service
One of the top banks in your country in general takes great care of its network. One day
however, there is a rewall upgrade and the access rules fail, exposing an RDP service that
should not be accessible from the outside.
Shadowserver daily full internet IPv4 scanning quickly picks up the exposed service and alerts
you.
Your CSIRT quickly alerts the bank’s security team.

https://www.zdnet.com/article/big-jump-in-rdp-attacks-as-hackers-target-staff-working-from-home/

Thanks to the report and your CSIRT’s actions, the bank was able to identify the firewall failure and fix the
access rules, avoiding a possible breach. All from a free public benefit report!
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Privacy & Terms has further details: https://www.shadowserver.org/privacy-and-terms/
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Summary & Key Report Pages
Reports overview
• https://www.shadowserver.org/what-we-do/network-reporting/get-reports/
• https://www.shadowserver.org/what-we-do/network-reporting/
Report Updates
• https://www.shadowserver.org/news-insights/
• Twitter @shadowserver
• Mailing list access send request to contact@shadowserver.org and request access to public@shadowserver.org
• Or subscribe directly at https://mail.shadowserver.org/mailman/listinfo/public

Reports API
• Request access to contact@shadowserver.org
• https://www.shadowserver.org/what-we-do/network-reporting/api-documentation/
• https://www.shadowserver.org/what-we-do/network-reporting/api-reports-query/
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